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Úvod

Objevili jsme vážné slabiny WPA2, protokolu, který zabezpečuje

všechny moderní chráněné Wi-Fi sítě. Útočník v dosahu oběti může

tyto slabiny zneužít pomocí klíčových útoků reinstalace ( KRACK ) .

Útočníci mohou konkrétně použít tuto novou techniku   útoku ke čtení

informací, které byly dříve považovány za bezpečně zašifrované.

Toho lze zneužít k odcizení citlivých informací, jako jsou čísla

kreditních karet, hesla, chatové zprávy, e-maily, fotografie a tak dále.

Útok funguje proti všem moderním chráněným Wi-Fi sítím.

V závislosti na konfiguraci sítě je také možné vkládat data a

manipulovat s nimi. Útočník může být například schopen vložit

ransomware nebo jiný malware na webové stránky.

Slabiny jsou v samotném standardu Wi-Fi, nikoli v jednotlivých

produktech nebo implementacích. Proto je pravděpodobně ovlivněna

jakákoli správná implementace WPA2. Aby se zabránilo útoku, musí

uživatelé aktualizovat postižené produkty, jakmile budou k dispozici

aktualizace zabezpečení. Upozorňujeme, že pokud vaše zařízení

podporuje Wi-Fi, je s největší pravděpodobností ovlivněno .

Během našeho počátečního výzkumu jsme sami zjistili, že Android,

Linux, Apple, Windows, OpenBSD, MediaTek, Linksys a další jsou

ovlivněny nějakou variantou útoků. Pro více informací o konkrétních

produktech nahlédněte do databáze CERT/CC nebo kontaktujte

svého dodavatele.

Výzkum za útokem bude prezentován na konferenci Computer and

Communications Security (CCS) a na konferenci Black Hat Europe .

Náš podrobný výzkumný dokument si již můžete stáhnout.

Aktualizace z října 2018 : Máme následný dokument , kde

zobecňujeme útoky, analyzujeme více handshakeů, obcházíme

oficiální obranu Wi-Fi, auditujeme opravy a vylepšujeme útoky

https://www.krackattacks.com/
https://www.kb.cert.org/vuls/byvendor?searchview&Query=FIELD+Reference=228519&SearchOrder=4
https://acmccs.github.io/session-F3/
https://www.blackhat.com/eu-17/briefings/schedule/#key-reinstallation-attacks-breaking-the-wpa2-protocol-8861
https://www.krackattacks.com/followup.html
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pomocí chyb specifických pro implementaci.

Demonstrace

Jako důkaz koncepce jsme provedli klíčový reinstalační útok proti

smartphonu Android. V této ukázce je útočník schopen dešifrovat

všechna data, která oběť přenáší. Pro útočníka je to snadné, protože

náš útok na přeinstalaci klíčů je proti Linuxu a Androidu 6.0 nebo

vyššímu výjimečně zničující. Důvodem je to, že Android a Linux

lze oklamat, aby (znovu) nainstalovali šifrovací klíč s

úplnou nulou ( další informace viz níže ). Při útoku na jiná zařízení

je těžší dešifrovat všechny pakety, i když velké množství paketů lze

dešifrovat. V každém případě následující ukázka zdůrazňuje typ

informací, které může útočník získat při provádění útoků reinstalace

klíčů proti chráněným sítím Wi-Fi:

Náš útok se neomezuje na obnovu přihlašovacích údajů (tj. e-

mailových adres a hesel). Obecně platí, že jakákoli data nebo

informace, které oběť přenáší, lze dešifrovat. Navíc, v závislosti na

používaném zařízení a nastavení sítě, je také možné dešifrovat data

zasílaná oběti (např. obsah webové stránky). Přestože webové

stránky nebo aplikace mohou používat HTTPS jako další vrstvu

ochrany, upozorňujeme, že tuto zvláštní ochranu lze (stále) obejít v

mnoha znepokojivých situacích. HTTPS bylo například dříve

obcházeno v softwaru bez prohlížeče , v systémech iOS a OS X

společnosti Apple , v aplikacích pro Android , v aplikacích pro

Android znovu , v bankovních aplikacícha dokonce i v aplikacích

VPN .

Podrobnosti

Náš hlavní útok je proti 4-cestnému handshake protokolu WPA2.

Toto handshake se provádí, když se chce klient připojit k chráněné

Wi-Fi síti, a používá se k potvrzení, že klient i přístupový bod mají

správné přihlašovací údaje (např. předem sdílené heslo sítě).

Současně 4cestné handshake také vyjednává nový šifrovací klíč, který

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/48fc/8f1aa0b6d1e4266b8017820ff8770fb67b6f.pdf
https://www.imperialviolet.org/2014/02/22/applebug.html
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2015/04/android-apps-still-suffer-game-over-https-defects-7-months-later/
https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1505/1505.00589.pdf
https://blog.ioactive.com/2014/01/personal-banking-apps-leak-info-through.html
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2017/01/majority-of-android-vpns-cant-be-trusted-to-make-users-more-secure/
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bude použit k šifrování veškerého následného provozu. V současné

době všechny moderní chráněné Wi-Fi sítě používají 4-cestný

handshake. To znamená, že všechny tyto sítě jsou ovlivněny (nějakou

variantou) našeho útoku. Útok funguje například proti osobním a

podnikovým Wi-Fi sítím, proti staršímu standardu WPA a

nejnovějšímu standardu WPA2 a dokonce i proti sítím, které

používají pouze AES. Všechny naše útoky proti WPA2

používají novou techniku   zvanou útok reinstalace klíče

(KRACK):

Klíčové reinstalační útoky: popis na vysoké úrovni

Při útoku na reinstalaci klíče protivník oklame oběť, aby znovu

nainstalovala již používaný klíč. Toho je dosaženo manipulací a

přehráváním kryptografických handshake zpráv . Když oběť

znovu nainstaluje klíč, související parametry, jako je přírůstkové číslo

vysílaného paketu (tj. nonce) a číslo přijímaného paketu (tj. počítadlo

přehrání), se resetují na svou původní hodnotu. Aby byla zaručena

bezpečnost, klíč by měl být nainstalován a použit pouze jednou.

Bohužel jsme zjistili, že to protokol WPA2 nezaručuje. Manipulací s

kryptografickým podáním ruky můžeme tuto slabinu v praxi zneužít.

Útoky na reinstalaci klíčů: konkrétní příklad proti čtyřcestnému podání
ruky

Jak je popsáno v úvodu výzkumné práce, the idea behind a key

reinstallation attack can be summarized as follows. When a client

joins a network, it executes the 4-way handshake to negotiate a fresh

encryption key. It will install this key after receiving message 3 of the

4-way handshake. Once the key is installed, it will be used to encrypt

normal data frames using an encryption protocol. However, because

messages may be lost or dropped, the Access Point (AP) will

retransmit message 3 if it did not receive an appropriate response as

acknowledgment. As a result, the client may receive message 3

multiple times. Each time it receives this message, it will reinstall the

same encryption key, and thereby reset the incremental transmit

packet number (nonce) and receive replay counter used by the
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encryption protocol. We show that an attacker can force these

nonce resets by collecting and replaying retransmissions of

message 3 of the 4-way handshake. By forcing nonce reuse in

this manner, the encryption protocol can be attacked, e.g., packets

can be replayed, decrypted, and/or forged. The same technique can

also be used to attack the group key, PeerKey, TDLS, and fast BSS

transition handshake.

Practical impact

In our opinion, the most widespread and practically impactful attack

is the key reinstallation attack against the 4-way handshake. We base

this judgement on two observations. First, during our own research

we found that most clients were affected by it. Second, adversaries

can use this attack to decrypt packets sent by clients, allowing them

to intercept sensitive information such as passwords or cookies.

Decryption of packets is possible because a key reinstallation attack

causes the transmit nonces (sometimes also called packet numbers

or initialization vectors) to be reset to their initial value. As a result,

the same encryption key is used with nonce values that

have already been used in the past. In turn, this causes all

encryption protocols of WPA2 to reuse keystream when encrypting

packets. In case a message that reuses keystream has known content,

it becomes trivial to derive the used keystream. This keystream can

then be used to decrypt messages with the same nonce. When there

is no known content, it is harder to decrypt packets, although still

possible in several cases (e.g. English text can still be decrypted). In

practice, finding packets with known content is not a problem, so it

should be assumed that any packet can be decrypted.

The ability to decrypt packets can be used to decrypt TCP SYN

packets. This allows an adversary to obtain the TCP sequence

numbers of a connection, and hijack TCP connections. As a result,

even though WPA2 is used, the adversary can now perform one of

the most common attacks against open Wi-Fi networks: injecting

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Keystream
https://crypto.stackexchange.com/a/2250
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TCP_sequence_prediction_attack
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malicious data into unencrypted HTTP connections. For example, an

attacker can abuse this to inject ransomware or malware into

websites that the victim is visiting.

If the victim uses either the WPA-TKIP or GCMP encryption

protocol, instead of AES-CCMP, the impact is especially catastrophic.

Against these encryption protocols, nonce reuse enables an

adversary to not only decrypt, but also to forge and inject

packets. Moreover, because GCMP uses the same authentication

key in both communication directions, and this key can be recovered

if nonces are reused, it is especially affected. Note that support for

GCMP is currently being rolled out under the name Wireless Gigabit

(WiGig), and is expected to be adopted at a high rate over the next

few years.

The direction in which packets can be decrypted (and possibly

forged) depends on the handshake being attacked. Simplified, when

attacking the 4-way handshake, we can decrypt (and forge) packets

sent by the client. When attacking the Fast BSS Transition (FT)

handshake, we can decrypt (and forge) packets sent towards the

client. Finally, most of our attacks also allow the replay of unicast,

broadcast, and multicast frames. For further details, see Section 6 of

our research paper.

Note that our attacks do not recover the password of the Wi-Fi

network. They also do not recover (any parts of) the fresh

encryption key that is negotiated during the 4-way handshake.

Android and Linux

Our attack is especially catastrophic against version 2.4 and above of

wpa_supplicant, a Wi-Fi client commonly used on Linux. Here, the

client will install an all-zero encryption key instead of reinstalling the

real key. This vulnerability appears to be caused by a remark in the

Wi-Fi standard that suggests to clear the encryption key from

memory once it has been installed for the first time. When the client

now receives a retransmitted message 3 of the 4-way handshake, it

http://www.grandviewresearch.com/press-release/global-wireless-gigabit-wigig-market
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will reinstall the now-cleared encryption key, effectively installing an

all-zero key. Because Android uses wpa_supplicant, Android 6.0 and

above also contains this vulnerability. This makes it trivial to

intercept and manipulate traffic sent by these Linux and

Android devices. Note that currently 50% of Android devices are

vulnerable to this exceptionally devastating variant of our attack.

Assigned CVE identifiers

The following Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)

identifiers were assigned to track which products are affected by

specific instantiations of our key reinstallation attack:

CVE-2017-13077: Reinstallation of the pairwise encryption key

(PTK-TK) in the 4-way handshake.

CVE-2017-13078: Reinstallation of the group key (GTK) in the 4-

way handshake.

CVE-2017-13079: Reinstallation of the integrity group key

(IGTK) in the 4-way handshake.

CVE-2017-13080: Reinstallation of the group key (GTK) in the

group key handshake.

CVE-2017-13081: Reinstallation of the integrity group key

(IGTK) in the group key handshake.

CVE-2017-13082: Accepting a retransmitted Fast BSS Transition

(FT) Reassociation Request and reinstalling the pairwise

encryption key (PTK-TK) while processing it.

CVE-2017-13084: Reinstallation of the STK key in the PeerKey

handshake.

CVE-2017-13086: reinstallation of the Tunneled Direct-Link

Setup (TDLS) PeerKey (TPK) key in the TDLS handshake.

CVE-2017-13087: reinstallation of the group key (GTK) when

processing a Wireless Network Management (WNM) Sleep

Mode Response frame.

CVE-2017-13088: reinstallation of the integrity group key

(IGTK) when processing a Wireless Network Management

(WNM) Sleep Mode Response frame.

https://developer.android.com/about/dashboards/index.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2017-13077
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2017-13078
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2017-13079
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2017-13080
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2017-13081
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2017-13082
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2017-13084
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2017-13086
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2017-13087
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2017-13088
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Note that each CVE identifier represents a specific instantiation of a

key reinstallation attack. This means each CVE ID describes a

specific protocol vulnerability, and therefore many vendors are

affected by each individual CVE ID. You can also read

vulnerability note VU#228519 of CERT/CC for additional details on

which products are known to be affected.

Paper

Our research paper behind the attack is titled Key Reinstallation

Attacks: Forcing Nonce Reuse in WPA2 and will be presented at the

Computer and Communications Security (CCS) conference on

Wednesday 1 November 2017.

Although this paper is made public now, it was already submitted for

review on 19 May 2017. After this, only minor changes were made. As

a result, the findings in the paper are already several months old. In

the meantime, we have found easier techniques to carry out our key

reinstallation attack against the 4-way handshake. With our novel

attack technique, it is now trivial to exploit implementations that

only accept encrypted retransmissions of message 3 of the 4-way

handshake. In particular this means that attacking macOS and

OpenBSD is significantly easier than discussed in the

paper.

We would like to highlight the following addendums and errata:

Addendum: wpa_supplicant v2.6 and Android 6.0+

Linux's wpa_supplicant v2.6 is also vulnerable to the installation of

an all-zero encryption key in the 4-way handshake. This was

discovered by John A. Van Boxtel. As a result, all Android versions

higher than 6.0 are also affected by the attack, and hence can be

tricked into installing an all-zero encryption key. The new attack

works by injecting a forged message 1, with the same ANonce as used

in the original message 1, before forwarding the retransmitted

message 3 to the victim.

https://www.kb.cert.org/vuls/id/228519
https://papers.mathyvanhoef.com/ccs2017.pdf
https://www.sigsac.org/ccs/CCS2017/
https://acmccs.github.io/session-F3/
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Addendum: other vulnerable handshakes

After our initial research as reported in the paper, we discovered that

the TDLS handshake and WNM Sleep Mode Response frame are also

vulnerable to key reinstallation attacks.

Selected errata

In Figure 9 at stage 3 of the attack, the frame transmitted from

the adversary to the authenticator should say

"ReassoReq(ANonce, SNonce, MIC)" instead of

"ReassoResp(..)".

Section 3.1: figure 3 contains a simplified description of the state

machine (not figure 2).

Section 4.2: "It is essential that the broadcast frame we replay is

sent after (not before) the retransmission of group message 1".

A similar change should be made in Section 4.3: "Again it is

essential that the broadcast frame we want to replay is sent

after (not before) the retransmission of group message 1".

Citation example and bibtex entry

Please cite our research paper and not this website (or cite both). You

can use the following example citation or bibtex entry:

Mathy Vanhoef and Frank Piessens. 2017. Key Reinstallation

Attacks: Forcing Nonce Reuse in WPA2. In Proceedings of the 24th

ACM Conference on Computer and Communications Security (CCS).

ACM.

@inproceedings{vanhoef-ccs2017, 
 author        = {Mathy Vanhoef and Frank Piessens}, 
 title         = {Key Reinstallation Attacks: Forcing Nonce 
Reuse in {WPA2}}, 

 booktitle     = {Proceedings of the 24th ACM Conference on 
Computer and Communications Security (CCS)}, 
 year          = {2017}, 

 publisher     = {ACM} 
}
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Tools

We have made scripts to detect whether an implementation of the 4-

way handshake, group key handshake, or Fast BSS Transition (FT)

handshake is vulnerable to key reinstallation attacks. These scripts

are available on github, and contain detailed instructions on how to

use them.

We also made a proof-of-concept script that exploits the all-zero key

(re)installation present in certain Android and Linux devices. This

script is the one that we used in the demonstration video. It will be

released once everyone has had a reasonable chance to update their

devices (and we have had a chance to prepare the code repository for

release). We remark that the reliability of our proof-of-concept script

may depend on how close the victim is to the real network. If the

victim is very close to the real network, the script may fail because

the victim will always directly communicate with the real network,

even if the victim is (forced) onto a different Wi-Fi channel than this

network.

Q&A

Is there a higher resolution version of the logo?

Do we now need WPA3?

Should I change my Wi-Fi password?

I'm using WPA2 with only AES. That's also vulnerable?

You use the word "we" in this website. Who is we?

Is my device vulnerable?

What if there are no security updates for my router or access

point? Or if it does not support 802.11r?

Is it sufficient to patch only the access point? Or to patch only

clients?

Can we modify an access point to prevent attacks against the

client?

How did you discover these vulnerabilities?

https://github.com/vanhoefm/krackattacks-scripts
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The 4-way handshake was mathematically proven as secure.

How is your attack possible?

Some attacks in the paper seem hard

If an attacker can do a man-in-the-middle attack, why can't they

just decrypt all the data?

Does an attacker to have be near your network in order to attack

it?

Are people exploiting this in the wild?

Should I temporarily use WEP until my devices are patched?

Will the Wi-Fi standard be updated to address this?

Is the Wi-Fi Alliance also addressing these vulnerabilities?

Why did you use match.com as an example in the demonstration

video?

How can these types of bugs be prevented?

Why the domain name krackattacks.com?

Did you get bug bounties for this?

How does this attack compare to other attacks against WPA2?

Are other protocols also affected by key reinstallation attacks?

When did you first notify vendors about the vulnerability?

Why did OpenBSD silently release a patch before the embargo?

So you expect to find other Wi-Fi vulnerabilities?

Where can I learn more about key reinstallation attacks?

Is there a higher resolution version of the logo?

Yes there is. And a big thank you goes to Darlee Urbiztondo for

conceptualizing and designing the logo!

Do we now need WPA3?

No, luckily implementations can be patched in a backwards-

compatible manner. This means a patched client can still

communicate with an unpatched access point (AP), and vice versa. In

other words, a patched client or access point sends exactly the same

handshake messages as before, and at exactly the same moment in

time. However, the security updates will assure a key is only installed

https://www.krackattacks.com/images/logo.png
https://www.behance.net/happyleedesigns
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once, preventing our attack. So again, update all your devices once

security updates are available. Finally, although an unpatched client

can still connect to a patched AP, and vice versa, both the client and

AP must be patched to defend against all attacks!

Should I change my Wi-Fi password?

Changing the password of your Wi-Fi network does not prevent (or

mitigate) the attack. So you do not have to update the password of

your Wi-Fi network. Instead, you should make sure all your devices

are updated, and you should also update the firmware of your router.

Nevertheless, after updating both your client devices and your

router, it's never a bad idea to change the Wi-Fi password.

I'm using WPA2 with only AES. That's also vulnerable?

Yes, that network configuration is also vulnerable. The attack works

against both WPA1 and WPA2, against personal and enterprise

networks, and against any cipher suite being used (WPA-TKIP, AES-

CCMP, and GCMP). So everyone should update their devices to

prevent the attack!

You use the word "we" in this website. Who is we?

I use the word "we" because that's what I'm used to writing in papers.

In practice, all the work is done by me, with me being Mathy

Vanhoef. My awesome supervisor is added under an honorary

authorship to the research paper for his excellent general guidance.

But all the real work was done on my own. So the author list of

academic papers does not represent division of work :)

Is my device vulnerable?

Probably. Any device that uses Wi-Fi is likely vulnerable. Contact

your vendor for more information, or consult this community

maintained list on GitHub.

What if there are no security updates for my router or access point? Or if
it does not support 802.11r?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Academic_authorship#Honorary_authorship
http://phdcomics.com/comics.php?f=562
https://imgur.com/a/mKnnu
https://github.com/kristate/krackinfo
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Routers or access points (APs) are only vulnerable to our attack if

they support the Fast BSS Transition (FT) handshake, or if they

support client (repeater) functionality. First, the FT handshake is

part of 802.11r, and is mainly supported by enterprise networks, and

not by home routers or APs. Additionally, most home routers or APs

do not support (or will not use) client functionality. In other words,

your home router or AP likely does not require security updates.

Instead, it are mainly enterprise networks that will have to update

their network infrastructure (i.e. their routers and access points).

That said, some vendors discovered implementation-specific security

issues while investigating our attack. For example, it was discovered

that hostapd reuses the ANonce value in the 4-way handshake during

rekeys. Concretely this means that, even if your router or AP does not

support 802.11r, and even if it does not support client functionality,

it might still have to be updated. Contact your vendor for more

details.

Finally, we remark that you can try to mitigate attacks against

routers and APs by disabling client functionality (which is for

example used in repeater modes) and disabling 802.11r (fast

roaming). Additionally, update all your other client devices such as

laptops and smartphones. If one or more of your client devices is not

receiving updates, you can also try to contact your router's vendor

and ask if they have an update that prevents attacks against

connected devices.

Is it sufficient to patch only the access point? Or to patch only clients?

Currently, all vulnerable devices should be patched. In other words,

patching the AP will not prevent attacks against vulnerable clients.

Similarly, patching all clients will not prevent attacks against

vulnerable access points. Note that only access points that support

the Fast BSS Transition handshake (802.11r) can be vulnerable.

https://w1.fi/security/2017-1/wpa-packet-number-reuse-with-replayed-messages.txt
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That said, it is possible to modify the access point such that

vulnerable clients (when connected to this AP) cannot be attacked.

However, these modifications are different from the normal security

patches that are being released for vulnerable access points! So

unless your access point vendor explicitly mentions that their

patches prevent attacks against clients, you must also patch clients.

Can we modify an access point to prevent attacks against the client?

It's possible to modify the access point (router) such that connected

clients are not vulnerable to attacks against the 4-way handshake and

group key handshake. Note that we consider these two attacks the

most serious and widespread security issues we discovered.

However, these modifications only prevent attacks when a vulnerable

client is connected to such a modified access point. When a

vulnerable client connects to a different access point, it can still be

attacked.

Technically, this is accomplished by modifying the access point such

that it does not retransmit message 3 of the 4-way handshake.

Additionally, the access point is modified to not retransmit message 1

of the group key handshake. The hostapd project has such a

modification available. They are currently evaluating to which extend

this impacts the reliability of these handshakes. We remark that the

client-side attacks against the 4-way handshake and group key

handshake can also be prevented by retransmitting the above

handshake messages using the same (previous) EAPOL-Key replay

counter. The attack against the group key handshake can also be

prevented by letting the access point install the group key in a

delayed fashion, and by assuring the access point only accepts the

latest replay counter (see section 4.3 of the paper for details).

On some products, variants or generalizations of the above

mitigations can be enabled without having to update products. For

example, on some access points retransmissions of all handshake

https://w1.fi/cgit/hostap/commit/?id=6f234c1e2ee1ede29f2412b7012b3345ed8e52d3
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messages can be disabled, preventing client-side attacks against the

4-way and group key handshake (see for example Cisco).

How did you discover these vulnerabilities?

When working on the final (i.e. camera-ready) version of another

paper, I was double-checking some claims we made regarding

OpenBSD's implementation of the 4-way handshake. In a sense I was

slacking off, because I was supposed to be just finishing the paper,

instead of staring at code. But there I was, inspecting some code I

already read a hundred times, to avoid having to work on the next

paragraph. It was at that time that a particular call to ic_set_key

caught my attention. This function is called when processing

message 3 of the 4-way handshake, and it installs the pairwise key to

the driver. While staring at that line of code I thought “Ha. I wonder

what happens if that function is called twice”. At the time I

(correctly) guessed that calling it twice might reset the nonces

associated to the key. And since message 3 can be retransmitted by

the Access Point, in practice it might indeed be called twice. “Better

make a note of that. Other vendors might also call such a function

twice. But let's first finish this paper...”. A few weeks later, after

finishing the paper and completing some other work, I investigated

this new idea in more detail. And the rest is history.

The 4-way handshake was mathematically proven as secure. How is your
attack possible?

The brief answer is that the formal proof does not assure a key is

installed only once. Instead, it merely assures the negotiated key

remains secret, and that handshake messages cannot be forged.

The longer answer is mentioned in the introduction of our research

paper: our attacks do not violate the security properties proven in

formal analysis of the 4-way handshake. In particular, these proofs

state that the negotiated encryption key remains private, and that the

identity of both the client and Access Point (AP) is confirmed. Our

attacks do not leak the encryption key. Additionally, although normal

https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-20171016-wpa#workarounds
https://lirias.kuleuven.be/bitstream/123456789/572634/1/asiaccs2017.pdf
https://github.com/openbsd/src/blob/ca7fda7e2ae9fcf15b882d71bc910143e6b0d09b/sys/net80211/ieee80211_pae_input.c#L519
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data frames can be forged if TKIP or GCMP is used, an attacker

cannot forge handshake messages and hence cannot impersonate the

client or AP during handshakes. Therefore, the properties that were

proven in formal analysis of the 4-way handshake remain true.

However, the problem is that the proofs do not model key

installation. Put differently, the formal models did not define when a

negotiated key should be installed. In practice, this means the same

key can be installed multiple times, thereby resetting nonces and

replay counters used by the encryption protocol (e.g. by WPA-TKIP

or AES-CCMP).

Some attacks in the paper seem hard

We have follow-up work making our attacks (against macOS and

OpenBSD for example) significantly more general and easier to

execute. So although we agree that some of the attack scenarios in

the paper are rather impractical, do not let this fool you into

believing key reinstallation attacks cannot be abused in practice.

If an attacker can do a man-in-the-middle attack, why can't they just
decrypt all the data?

As mentioned in the demonstration, the attacker first obtains a man-

in-the-middle (MitM) position between the victim and the real Wi-Fi

network (called a channel-based MitM position). However, this

MitM position does not enable the attacker to decrypt packets! This

position only allows the attacker to reliably delay, block, or replay

encrypted packets. So at this point in the attack, they cannot yet

decrypt packets. Instead, the ability to reliably delay and block

packets is used to execute a key reinstallation attack. After

performing a key reinstallation attack, packets can be decrypted.

Does an attacker to have be near your network in order to attack it?

An adversary has to be within range of both the client being attacked

(meaning the smartphone or laptop) and the network itself. This

means an adversary on the other side of the world cannot attack you

remotely. However, the attacker can still be relatively far way. That's

https://lirias.kuleuven.be/bitstream/123456789/473761/1/acsac2014.pdf
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because special antenna can be used to carry out the attack from two

miles to up to eight miles in ideal conditions. Additionally, the

attacker is not competing with the signal strength of the real Wi-Fi

network, but instead uses so-called Channel Switch Announcements

to manipulate and attack the client. As a result, it is possible to

successfully carry out attacks even when far away from the victim.

Are people exploiting this in the wild?

We are not in a position to determine if this vulnerability has been

(or is being) actively exploited in the wild. That said, key

reinstallations can actually occur spontaneously without an

adversary being present! This may for example happen if the last

message of a handshake is lost due to background noise, causing a

retransmission of the previous message. When processing this

retransmitted message, keys may be reinstalled, resulting in nonce

reuse just like in a real attack.

Should I temporarily use WEP until my devices are patched?

NO! Keep using WPA2.

Will the Wi-Fi standard be updated to address this?

There seems to be an agreement that the Wi-Fi standard should be

updated to explicitly prevent our attacks. These updates likely will be

backwards-compatible with older implementations of WPA2. Time

will tell whether and how the standard will be updated.

Is the Wi-Fi Alliance also addressing these vulnerabilities?

For those unfamiliar with Wi-Fi, the Wi-Fi Alliance is an

organization which certifies that Wi-Fi devices conform to certain

standards of interoperability. Among other things, this assures that

Wi-Fi products from different vendors work well together.

The Wi-Fi Alliance has a plan to help remedy the discovered

vulnerabilities in WPA2. Summarized, they will:

https://www.mattparkinson.eu/designer-cantenna/
https://leaksource.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/nsa-ant-nightstand.jpg?w=604&h=781
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wi-Fi_Alliance
https://www.wi-fi.org/securityupdate2017
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Require testing for this vulnerability within their global

certification lab network.

Provide a vulnerability detection tool for use by any Wi-Fi

Alliance member (this tool is based on my own detection tool

that determines if a device is vulnerable to some of the

discovered key reinstallation attacks).

Broadly communicate details on this vulnerability, including

remedies, to device vendors. Additionally, vendors are

encouraged to work with their solution providers to rapidly

integrate any necessary patches.

Communicate the importance for users to ensure they have

installed the latest recommended security updates from device

manufacturers.

Why did you use match.com as an example in the demonstration video?

Users share a lot of personal information on websites such as

match.com. So this example highlights all the sensitive information

an attacker can obtain, and hopefully with this example people also

better realize the potential (personal) impact. We also hope this

example makes people aware of all the information these dating

websites may be collecting.

How can these types of bugs be prevented?

We need more rigorous inspections of protocol implementations.

This requires help and additional research from the academic

community! Together with other researchers, we hope to organize

workshop(s) to improve and verify the correctness of security

protocol implementations.

Why the domain name krackattacks.com?

First, I'm aware that KRACK attacks is a pleonasm, since KRACK

stands for key reinstallation attack and hence already contains the

word attack. But the domain name rhymes, so that's why it's used.

Did you get bug bounties for this?

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/sep/26/tinder-personal-data-dating-app-messages-hacked-sold
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pleonasm
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Hackerone has awarded a bug bounty for our research under their

Internet Bug Bounty (IBB) award program.

How does this attack compare to other attacks against WPA2?

This is the first attack against the WPA2 protocol that doesn't rely on

password guessing. Indeed, other attacks against WPA2-enabled

network are against surrounding technologies such as Wi-Fi

Protected Setup (WPS), or are attacks against older standards such

as WPA-TKIP. Put differently, none of the existing attacks were

against the 4-way handshake or against cipher suites defined in the

WPA2 protocol. In contrast, our key reinstallation attack against the

4-way handshake (and against other handshakes) highlights

vulnerabilities in the WPA2 protocol itself.

Are other protocols also affected by key reinstallation attacks?

We expect that certain implementations of other protocols may be

vulnerable to similar attacks. So it's a good idea to audit security

protocol implementations with this attack in mind. However, we

consider it unlikely that other protocol standards are affected by

similar attacks (or at least so we hope). Nevertheless, it's still a good

idea to audit other protocols!

When did you first notify vendors about the vulnerability?

We sent out notifications to vendors whose products we tested

ourselves around 14 July 2017. After communicating with these

vendors, we realized how widespread the weaknesses we discovered

are (only then did I truly convince myself it was indeed a protocol

weaknesses and not a set of implementation bugs). At that point, we

decided to let CERT/CC help with the disclosure of the

vulnerabilities. In turn, CERT/CC sent out a broad notification to

vendors on 28 August 2017.

Why did OpenBSD silently release a patch before the embargo?

http://archive.hack.lu/2014/Hacklu2014_offline_bruteforce_attack_on_wps.pdf
https://papers.mathyvanhoef.com/asiaccs2013.pdf
https://cert.org/
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OpenBSD announced an errata on 30 August 2017 that silently

prevented our key reinstallation attacks. More specifically, patches

were released for both OpenBSD 6.0 and OpenBSD 6.1.

We notified OpenBSD of the vulnerability on 15 July 2017, before

CERT/CC was involved in the coordination. Quite quickly, Theo de

Raadt replied and critiqued the tentative disclosure deadline: “In the

open source world, if a person writes a diff and has to sit on it for a

month, that is very discouraging”. Note that I wrote and included a

suggested diff for OpenBSD already, and that at the time the

tentative disclosure deadline was around the end of August. As a

compromise, I allowed them to silently patch the vulnerability. In

hindsight this was a bad decision, since others might rediscover the

vulnerability by inspecting their silent patch. To avoid this problem

in the future, OpenBSD will now receive vulnerability notifications

closer to the end of an embargo.

So you expect to find other Wi-Fi vulnerabilities?

“I think we're just getting started.”  — Master Chief, Halo 1

Where can I learn more about key reinstallation attacks?

Good technical information and comments:

Selected newspapers with high-level information:

 

 

https://marc.info/?l=openbsd-announce&m=150410604407872&w=2
https://ftp.openbsd.org/pub/OpenBSD/patches/6.0/common/041_net80211_replay.patch.sig
https://ftp.openbsd.org/pub/OpenBSD/patches/6.1/common/027_net80211_replay.patch.sig

